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FORTHCOMING
ACTIVITIES

25 November 
The Days of Steam, a talk
by Mike Clemens on local
railways with historic film.
Village Hall, 7.30pm.

27 January 2012
Idle Women, a talk by
Vince Williams on the life
of women on the industrial
waterways of Britain.
Village Hall, 7.30pm.

23 March 2012
Science comes to Malvern,
a talk by David Robertson
on defence research from
DERA to Qinetiq.
Village Hall, 7.30pm.

Members who were unable to

attend Dr Steven Hollowell’s

workshop on enclosures missed a

really fascinating illustrated talk on

how developments in farming

practice changed the landscape of

England. His book* is the definitive

guide to parliamentary and non-

parliamentary enclosures. 

Dividing the day into four

sessions with breaks for coffee and

lunch, Dr Hollowell began by using

aerial photos to show how the

evidence of Iron Age enclosures can

still be seen in crop marks today in

the Midlands. From the Norman

conquest to the 19th century, typical

village farming systems divided the

land into broad fields that would be

sub-divided into furlongs and then

into strips, each owned by a

different villager. There would also

be a common pasture area for

sheep and cattle to graze. 

Manor courts regulated how the

open field system was managed,

with farmhouses restricted to the

centre of a village to give everyone

direct access to their strip or

pasture. By Elizabethan times, this

inefficent method of agriculture led

some farmers to enclose land either

by local agreement or using more

authoritative courts, like Chancery.

Gradually, about three-quarters of

the landscape became enclosed by

these non-Parliamentary means. In

the late 18th century, the need to

make agriculture more efficient to

feed a growing population led to

private Acts of Parliament becoming

more common, with commissioners

appointed to enclosure the common

land in entire parishes, such as

Hanley Castle in 1795. 

Dr Hollowell pointed out that

Hanley Castle’s enclosure map

demonstrated particularly well the

difference between the piecemeal

non-Parliamentary enclosures that

evolved over centuries between the

river and Hanley Swan crossroads,

and the mass enclosures resulting

from a single Act of Parliament,

which changed the landscape from

the crossroads to the hills.

The larger land owners paid

villagers compensation for their loss

of rights of common, but it was

insignificant compared to the

increase in value of an enclosed

farm. In Hanley Castle, the

Lechmere and Hornyold families,

together with the Church, ended up

owning around 70% of the parish.

Two years after the Enclosure Act

was passed, the enclosure award

was published recording what had

happened. Two new main roads

were constructed - from Blackmore

Park towards Welland and from

Hanley Swan crossroads to the hills

- both unusually wide at 50 ft

instead of the more normal 40 ft. In

total, there were 12 public carriage

roads, which also acted as drift

ways for cattle.

The workshop concluded with a

presentation by Maggi Noke of the

Historic Environment Service, who

explained her role in digitising the

enclosure map and award for the

county Tithe and Inclosure Project,

which is building up a picture of

Worcestershire in the 19th century.

This can be accessed online at

http://gis.worcestershire.gov.uk/

website/HanleyCastleMapping/. 
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Enclosure Records for Historians,

Steven Hollowell, Phillimore, 2000.



legal jargon used in title deeds

can be made easier, Pamela

Hurle pointed out, by

remembering that it tends to

use a standard form of words. 

Essential information to

look for includes the date,

names of parties making the

agreement and the purpose,

often introduced by the word

Witnesseth, which records the

money paid, the intention (eg.

sale, lease, mortgage) and a

description of the property. 

The older the deed the

more difficult it is to decipher

the words, but there are

helpful guides, such as

Discovering Old Handwriting

by John Barrett & David

Iredale, and a single sheet

alphabet of letter forms used

in the 16th and 17th century

that Pamela handed out. She

also provided the workshop

with copies of a transcript and

the original 1629 inventory of

the goods of John Salmon,

vicar of Hanley Castle.

But the record office will

close on 14th November until

July 2012, when it re-opens in

a new purpose-built library and

history centre. So, go soon or

wait until next summer.

TEST PIT DIGS

A second series of test pits

were dug in September and

once again pupils from both

schools were involved,

together with around 30 adult

volunteers. Previously,

archaeologists Derek Hurst

and Jon Webster had

explained the procedure for

carefully removing the soil

layer by layer and recording

every find. At the end of the

day, Derek and Jon gathered

up all the bags of finds and

took them off for analysis. 

Next year major trench

excavations will take place in

the field north of Quay Lane.     

Tracing the History of your

House was the theme of the

second workshop to be funded

under the Society’s Heritage

lottery grant. Local historian

Pamela Hurle, who ran the

session, explained that,

although many properties no

longer had their deeds, there

were many sources of

information available to the

budding house detective. 

She said three distinct

avenues were worth exploring:

the site, the building and its

occupants. The earliest map

to pinpoint the site of specific

houses and fields in Hanley

Castle is the 1795 enclosure

map described overleaf. Later

Ordinance Survey maps

added more detail. The 1919

catalogues of the Blackmore

Park and Rhydd Court estate

sales also had useful maps

and descriptions of properties.

Discovering This Old House

by David Iredale and the

website bricksandbrass.co.uk

are good starting points for

information about building

styles. Names of houses and

their occupants can be

gleaned from the county

directories that were published

from the 1840s until 1950.

Anyone whose house or land

was once owned by the

church might try the Diocesan

archives.

Census records from 1841

to 1911 can be useful in

tracing the occupancy of

properties, although house

names are rarely mentioned.

All the Hanley Castle census

returns can be accessed on

the village website. 

Sooner or later everyone

trying to trace the history of

their house will need to visit

the Worcester record office,

which holds some 3000 boxes

of old documents. The initially

daunting task of reading the

INN SIGNS

What is the most commonly

found pub name in Britain?*

Following the AGM on 26

September, Anthony Collis

gave a talk on a subject that

has interested him since the

age of 7 - inn signs, illustrated

by numerous examples from

around Worcestershire.

In Callow End can be found

the oldest pub name in Britain

- The Old Bush, derived from

the Roman practice of

depicting a bush wherever

wine was sold. Another sign

dating from Roman times is

the chequerboard, which was

discovered in the ruins of

Pompeii. 

Bewdley has some of the

best pub signs in the county,

such as the Mug House,

Bailiffs House, Woodcolliers,

Hop Pole and Black Boy. This

last shows a portrait of Charles

II, whose swarthy complexion

gave rise to the toast “To the

Black Boy across the water”.

At Kidderminster and

Droitwich are examples of

signs that contribute to local

heritage - the Loom & Shuttle,

which shows a woman

weaving a carpet, and the

Pillar of Salt, portraying John

Corbett, the 19th c. salt king.

In the Hanleys, the Three

Kings sign mistakenly shows

the biblical monarchs instead

of the Kings brothers who

started the business. Not far

away, the name Drum &

Monkey is thought to come

from fairground activities.

* The Red Lion
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